Glasgow women dental students of 1922
Margaret Campbell BDS (Glasgow, 1965) describes her dentist mother's experiences

Looking through some old photos recently, I came across one of four ladies in hats. The
photo was small and faint but on closer inspection I thought I saw the tower of Glasgow
University. Thanks to the computer, I was able to enlarge the photo and there, revealed,
were four lady dental students standing in front of the University. The date would be 1922
or 1923. 1 remembered that when I started my dental studies, Mother told me that when she
was a dental student, the girls always wore hats. They attended lectures at the Anderson
College of Medicine farther west along Dumbarton Road from the Kelvingrove Museum
and Art Gallery, in whose grounds the photo was taken. Not having any money, the girls
used to go into the tearoom at Kelvingrove and get a cup of hot water to sustain them
between lectures!

My Mother, Marjorie Stewart is sitting on the right in the second picture. She and her friend
Dorothy Kaye, sitting second from the left, were pupils in the basement workshop of Dr A.
G. Wilson in nearby Sandyford Place. Marjorie was awarded the Anderson medal and also
one for Dental Materia Medica.
After qualifying LDS in 1926 she joined the Dental Department of Fife Education Authority
where she lugged her very heavy dental equipment around the schools in Kirkcaldy and the
small Fife mining villages. Fillings and extractions were carried out in dark, ill-equipped
rooms, often in the school cloakroom.
Two years later, Marjorie moved to Plymouth and worked in the very busy Hartford school
dental clinic. The photograph shows the dental surgery, with the anaesthetic equipment and
the foot-operated drill. As was usual then, the dental assistants were medically-trained
nurses.

Miss Stewart in her school dental surgery at Plymouth.
Note the uncushioned dental chair, the simple nitrous oxide
gas machine and the foot treadle dental drill of the late 1930's.
When war broke out in 1939 Plymouth suffered severe damage and destruction in the blitz.
The work of the dental clinics went on despite all the difficulties and at night Marjorie
collected her stirrup-pump and dustbin lid and did duty watching for and putting out
incendiaries. For safety she slept on a mattress in the cupboard under the stairs.
In 1941, Marjorie left Plymouth and moved back to Glasgow where she married John
Campbell who had been a House Surgeon in the Dental Hospital at Dalhousie Street when
she was a student.
What changes have taken place in the 100 years since these girls were born, not least in the
fashions. Some of their hats look quite up-to-date though perhaps for weddings and not for
the lecture theatre!
"Dental Ladies" 1922-1926
Marjorie Stewart (Marjorie Campbell)
Dorothy Kaye (maybe year above) (Dorothy MacDairmid)
Nan Smith (Nana McMeekin)
Violet Wilson (? Related to Dr A. G. Wilson LDS, Glasgow)
A.L. C. Allison
Anna Findlater

